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The already dark Lin Rui's face was now even darker, Lin Hao was even more

dumbfounded, the old lady was bullish, her son was used to practice sandbagging, her
grandchildren were the ones to spoil, that was simply true.

"And what did you just surprised? Did you pick up Xiao Hao and bring him

back, you don't know my grandson's name is Lin Hao?" Xu Fang Hua frowned at Lin Rui,
how to do business with this son? It was too unreliable, definitely not his own.

"Uh this, I only know that his name is Lin Xuan Yuan now, I don't know
that he was called Lin Hao before." Lin Rui knew that the old lady had retired from asking

questions about the world for decades and was not clear about the outside world, so he

then explained to the old lady, "But this guy, whether it's Lin Hao or Lin Xuan Yuan's
name, it's a big deal in the Chinese martial arts world."

"Hmm? My grandson is so powerful?" Xu Fang Hua got excited.

"That's right, who in the martial arts world now doesn't know that Lin

Xuan Yuan is the number one person under the Grand Master." Lin Rui laughed heatedly,
then added very badly, "Of course, his name Lin Hao is even more famous in the Chinese

martial arts world, haha, mentioning Lin Hao is a street rat that everyone shouts at, there
isn't a single Chinese martial arts sect in the whole of China that doesn't expect him to

hang early."



This time it was Lin Hao's turn to have a black face, uncle, you don't have
to take advantage of people like this!

"What do you mean!" Xu Fanghua's face suddenly turned gloomy.

Then, Lin Rui smoothly told the story of the Tian Hai Union Martial Arts

Conference not long ago, without exaggerating or belittling it, but just telling it

matter-of-factly.

Xu Fang Hua's eyes lit up with joy and pride, and those who didn't know
thought it was the old lady's own glorious deeds.

Of course, the old lady was happy that the only member of the Lin family

was so good, and then she asked about the name Lin Hao.

Again, Lin Rui didn't hide anything, telling how Lin Hao had, over the
years, with his own hard work, kept getting stronger and stronger, becoming a peak

Grand Master level existence, becoming a Chinese Scavenger, and even killing many

Grand Masters.

The battle of the high seas, and ran to the European Patriarch to do a fight,
and also the fierce man who disliked the Iron Wings of Rice, can be said to be the

domestic and foreign stirred up the sky? The world is turned upside down.



But in China, there is no telling how many clans are thinking of getting Lin

Hao killed.

After hearing this, the old lady slapped the table with excitement and

laughed out loud, she had never seen her so happy in all these years.

"Hahahaha, worthy of being the seed of my Lin family, well done!" Xu Fang
Hua was so happy, he then took Lin Hao's hand and said, "Xiao Hao, don't be afraid, what
bullshit Chinese clan, it's nothing! Now that the clan has entered the world, if anyone
bullies you, just tell grandma, some day grandma will bring people to trample down their

clan!"

Bullying!

What a bully!

Bullying the grandmother's grandson is fine! I'll destroy your whole family!

Lin Hao was also deeply shocked by Xu Fanghua's domineering spirit, and
at the same time was quite moved, warm currents surging in his heart.

Whether it was true or not, but the old lady was like this, Lin Hao naturally

couldn't let the other party down and seriously agreed to do so.



However, Xu Fanghua suddenly realised something was wrong!

"Wait!" Xu Fanghua frowned, "Something's not right! Little Hao has

outstanding talent, he is at the peak of Grand Master in his early twenties, and is

definitely expected to impact to become a Xuan Master before he turns forty, but why is

he only at the peak of the Zong Master realm now, and doesn't even have any Dao Yin

left!"

Lin Hao shrank back and didn't say anything.

Lin Rui was embarrassed and wanted to say something, "That, Lord Mother,
I, I don't know."

Lin Yun, on the other hand, was very quick to look up and look around,
stating that she didn't know anything.

"Two bastards! What's the use of raising you!" Xu Fanghua scolded the two

without mercy.

The corners of Lin Yun's mouth twitched fiercely, while Lin Rui's eyelids
fluttered wildly.
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The most crucial thing is that after just scolding his pair of sons and daughters with a
stern face, he ended up turning his head to look at Lin Hao with a kind and unfailing gaze

and smile again, taking Lin Hao's hand and saying softly, "Little Hao ah, don't panic,
grandma will cover you."

"Tell grandma, what the hell did that son of a bitch do! I don't care how
powerful he is, grandma will definitely take this out for you!"

Lin Hao's eyes were twinkling, Lin Rui and Lin Yun kept winking at Lin

Hao, looking at this kid, it was definitely not good, they just wanted to remind Lin Hao,
don't go too far, be careful.

"Oooh, grandma, my grandson's heart is bitter, that Wang? 意爱零零依爱

地陆? He's not a human being!" Lin Hao cried out in grief, "I did kill many sect masters

and grand masters, but those are all scum of the martial arts world, what's wrong with me

killing them? But these people are all blaming me, can they do whatever they want just

because they are strong?"

"Ouch, don't cry, don't cry, my good grandson don't cry yet, grandma's
heart is breaking, quickly tell grandma, who actually did it? Grandma I will destroy his

whole family!" Xu Fanghua's heart was breaking as she watched Lin Hao bawling his eyes

out ah.

As for the two Lin Rui: pretend, you damn well keep pretending! We'll see
how you end up later.



"Chen Beixuan! That bastard Chen Beixuan, that bastard made the Seibei

Mad Blade, destroy my Dao Yin with three slashes, then my strength plummeted from the

peak of Grand Master to the peak of Grand Master, and my Dao Yin was gone." Lin Hao

said aloud, that look of grief and anger was simply absolute.

"This guy also forced me to help complete his plan as a pawn, and not only

that, he forced me to change my name, saying that using the name Lin Hao would bring

me danger and that I could only use the name Lin Xuan Yuan to walk the martial world."

Ha?

Xu Fang Hua froze, it was that old thing Chen Bei Xuan?

It was only Xu Fang Hua who froze, it was Chen Bei Xuan all right, but after
hearing that Xu Fang Hua knew that his poor grandson had actually been chosen to be the
executor of this plan.

Speaking of which, this plan did require someone who could not possess

the Dao Yin and was not allowed to inherit it until he was a Xuan Master.

At the same time, even if he did not have the Dao Yin, he had to have the

ability to be invincible at the same level, or even to challenge beyond the level. Only then
would he be able to act as the executor of the plan.



The plan is that Xu Fang Hua is also involved in it, but she doesn't care
about other people's children, she wants him to be the executor.

But it's her own child, her only grandchild, how can she stand it?

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting
into. Grandma is fine, don't take it to heart."

Bang!

Xu Fanghua slapped the table and shouted angrily, "Forget it? How can you

forget this matter? You can bully anyone! But not my grandson, Xu Fang Hua! Chen
Beixuan, that old bastard, and Shen Yidao, that old bastard!"

"Grandson, wait here, if you need anything, go directly to your eldest uncle,
if he doesn't agree, I'll come back and tell me, see if I can't beat him to death." Said Xu

Fanghua with a domineering wave of his hand to Lin Yun, "Yun'er, go, go out with me for

a trip!"

"Huh?" Lin Yun was still in a state of confusion, what was she going to do?
Her own mother hadn't left the old Lin family residence for decades.

"Ah, what the heck! Hurry up and go!" Xu Fanghua didn't care whether Lin
Yun agreed or not, she directly dragged Lin Yun and left.



After they left, Lin Hao was confused: "What are you doing with your

aunt?"

"What's going on? You're not talking nonsense, naturally, they went to

take it out on you." Lin Rui rolled his eyes in disgust, "You're the culprit, but now you're
pretending to be confused?
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Give yourself the initial stage!

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, no way! But don't go and exterminate

Shen Yidao and Chen Beixuan's whole family, if that's the case, then it would be a game

changer.

"I can understand why those martial arts sects hate you so much." Lin Rui

sat across from Lin Hao, crossing his legs and drinking tea with a displeased look on his

face: "Just your kid's ability to cause trouble, a perfect ah, only came back less than three

hours, and already made a mess, in ten days and half a month, you must have lifted the

Lin family out of the sky!"

Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders, he wasn't that kind of person!



In the next few days, Lin Hao was very well behaved and didn't cause any
trouble, he just practiced the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel in the courtyard, apart
from eating, drinking, sleeping and practicing, he didn't cause any trouble either.

This was a relief to Lin Rui.When he saw the Xuan Yuan sword in Lin Hao's
hand and practiced the Seven Killing Divine Sword Duel, Lin Rui suddenly began to

sympathize with Chen Bei Xuan.

He was so good to this kid, haha, Ma De, but in the end, he let this kid to

what kind of pit.

Lin Rui made up his mind to stay away from this kid in the future, as this
kid was so favored, if this kid really caught him messing with the old lady one day, he
could not afford to do that.

Many members of the Lin family already knew that the Lin family had
moved into the main house, but they were not allowed to come to the main house without

permission, so there were only servants and guards.

There were naturally many people from the side lines among these guards,
and naturally the news was passed on by them, and they also wanted to find out what was
going on.

Lin Feng, in particular, came over several times, but was directly pushed

back by Lin Rui, the reason being that Lin Hao had not yet truly acknowledged his

ancestors and it was inappropriate to meet him, and that no one was allowed to set foot in



the Lin family's main residence without an order from the old lady and the acting family

head.

There was nothing Lin Feng could do about this.

During this period, Lin Hao also spoke to Shen Xi Yan on the phone a few

times, and Lin Hao did not hide anything, he told Shen Xi Yan everything.

It's just that things are very complicated, and for the time being, he
couldn't bring Shen Xi Yan back, not to mention that if Shen Xi Yan came back, it would
become a weakness for Lin Hao, after all, the next Lin family won't be so peaceful.

Whether it is a country or a family, whenever there is a change of power,
there will be huge chaos, and when one is desperate for power and profit, one can do

anything.

Shen Xiyan was happy and told Lin Qingcheng the news, she could
understand Lin Hao's idea of not allowing her to go back to the Lin family, besides the Lin
family is powerful, Shen Xiyan did not feel anything, but she was still happy for Lin Hao

to find his own family.

Lin Hao also did not expect Shen Xi Yan to be so open-minded, and his

heart was relieved.

......



In the main residence of the Lin family, Lin Hao slowly put the Xuan Yuan

sword back into its scabbard.

The actual fact is that this is really a good thing. With the assistance of the

Xuan Yuan sword, his strength has improved a lot faster, especially when he cultivates the
Seven Killing Divine Sword Duel more comfortably.

Now he had mastered the third move of the Seven Killings Divine Sword
Duel, the Sword Domain Divine Movement!

After learning this move, Lin Hao found that it was too useful, for a person
who was not a great master could not travel through the air for a long time, but now he

could travel through the air even if he was at the peak of a master, with the Sword

Domain Divine Action!

And this move could construct a sword domain, merging with the sword

intent vertical and horizontal, forming a domain-like existence around him, and within

the domain, he was almost incomparably powerful!

Lin Hao had been stuck on the third stance for so long and had finally
learnt it, Lin Hao's entire being was very happy, hence, he sneaked out through the back

door, intending to go out for some air, he had been in this Lin family's main residence for

several days.



The old lady and Lin Yun hadn't returned either, so I didn't know what

these two had done, and whether they had made too much of a mess, right?

The first thing you need to do is to get to the back door of the main house,
where the bamboo forest is covered and the trees are lush? The trees are lush and green.
The air is very fresh, and the trees are full of flowers, and it looks like someone is taking

care of the pruning, and the flowers are blooming beautifully.
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It was just very strange to Lin Hao that this bamboo forest at the back door was in such a
good environment, why was there no insects or birds chirping at all, it was surprisingly
quiet, only the rustling sound of the breeze brushing through the leaves.

Something was wrong!

Lin Hao's body jolted, something was wrong!

Lin Hao reacted and almost without thinking, he turned around and ran

towards the main residence of the Lin family.

Swoosh!

Two black darts came hurtling towards him with the sound of breaking
wind, something was wrong!



Clang!

A brilliant golden light shot out, and a stunning sword swept away!

Almost at the same time as he fled, Lin Hao pulled out his Xuan Yuan

Sword like a flowing cloud, he couldn't care less in such a crisis!

A clang? The sword clanged. A piercing sound rang out as two blackened

darts landed on the hard green stone slab.

With a poof, the darts actually instantly sank into the slab, which was as

fragile as tofu in front of the darts, and at the same time, a puff of black smoke came out.

Lin Hao was terrified, he was so mean, this thing was a treasure, and it was

highly poisonous, and his opponent's strength was no worse than his!

Phew, phew, phew!

Lin Hao's Sword Qi Water Break was too late, so he had to use the third

move of the Seven Killers Divine Sword Duel, the Sword Domain Divine Movement, to
stop the other party's darts from advancing an inch, then Lin Hao followed the force of

the impact and quickly entered the main residence.



After entering the main residence, Lin Hao was finally relieved that the

feeling of being watched by death had finally disappeared.

The other party was a killer whose strength was stronger than his!

Who was actually making a move on himself? Lin Hao thought to himself,
his identity hadn't been revealed that's who!

"Holy shit, Xuan Yuan you kid here? Hurry up and go over to the study in

the backyard, your grandmother and your aunt are waiting for you, they're both back."
Lin Rui searched for half a day and couldn't find Lin Hao, he didn't expect this kid to run

here?

Then Lin Rui saw Lin Hao's face covered with sweat, his face was ugly:
"Don't you fucking tell me you just went to Huo Huo little girl went and gave you this

grandmotherly look of cold!"

"I throw, big uncle have you talk like this? Believe it or not I'll tell
grandma!" Lin Hao had a black face, "What do you mean go hoe little girls, I damn well

just got chased and just ran back, you can't see that can you?"

"What! Which bastard dares to commit murder near the Lin family master,
looking for death!" Lin Rui was also furious, and then gave Lin Hao a deadly glare, "I told
you not to leave the courtyard but you didn't listen, how dare you run out without

permission, don't you know how many people nearby are expecting you to die?"



Lin Hao scratched his head in embarrassment, he knew that some people

were eager for him to die, but how could he have expected that these guys did it to such

a blatant extent ah.

"All right, I'll go check it out, don't dawdle and hurry up, don't go late later
and the old lady will grab me and scold me alone." After saying that Lin Rui cursed and

left: old man at least a hundred years old, scold me like scolding a grandson, ah pooh,
grandson he can not afford to scold, is to scold the old man into a grandson ah. It didn't
take long for Lin Rui to come back, frowning, with a black face and not speaking.

Lin Hao did not bother to ask, looking at this guy's appearance, he knew
that he must not have found any trace of the killer, for this Lin Hao did not feel the

slightest bit strange, what kind of existence is the killer? A single strike would kill and

spread far and wide.

This is what professional killers do, and the targets they kill will never give

them another chance to kill again.

Lin Hao ignored him and prepared to go back to his courtyard to continue
his training, now that he had completed the third stance, the next step was the fourth

stance, the fourth stance of the Seven Killers Divine Sword Duel, Splitting Mountains and

Crushing Rocks!

Lin Hao was looking forward to it, a sword splitting a mountain, even
thinking about it was terrifying, after all, even a great master would not be able to possess

such a great power!



I wonder if an immortal like Xuan Zong could reach this level!
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Lin Hao's goal in this life, that is, the peak of martial arts, only to reach the peak of

martial arts, to become the strongest, to be able to protect the people they want to

protect!

But Lin Hao has not entered the courtyard, two black shadows from afar

galloping, with a powerful pressure rushed over!

The Xu family and the Lei family around the strong people have side eye,
the two strong people are stunned, what is the situation? That old thing how to run out!

To Xu Fanghua but decades have not left the Lin family compound ah, to
do what the most muddled? Not to mention that with such a piece out of the Lei family

and the Lin family two acting family head Lin Yun!

Xu Fanghua and Lin Yun did not have time to pay attention to what they
thought, directly landed in the main family compound, Xu Fanghua just returned, happy
with the show-off treasure like pulling Lin Hao: "Good grandson you quickly guess,
grandmother brought you what good things, you must be happy to see."



The old lady is more than a hundred years old, happy like a child, face
wrinkles are happy like a blooming flower, see how happy the other side in the end ah.

Lin Hao knows that all this is for their own sake, for their own happiness,
people have feelings, Lin Hao even if really strange to this home, but at this moment also

feel the rare warmth of affection.

"Grandma you brought me what good treasure ah? Quickly take out to see

ah, I want to now." Lin Hao also looked very happy to say, is a little shame, why they are
an adult, but have to pretend to be like a few years old child.

But as the saying goes, no matter how successful you are, how old you are,
in the eyes of the elders, you are always an overgrown child, look at Lin Rui, who is over

100 years old, not still giving lessons to the old lady as if she were a grandson.

"Dang Dang Dang, look at ...... you look at this video, this is a gift from
grandma to you." Xu Fanghua happily handed the phone in her hand to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's entire body was stunned, what do you mean?

The video is the old lady's gift to herself?

Lin Hao secretly thought: No, grandma, you don't need to reward your

grandson with those strange videos, right? Besides, my grandson is not a fan of these

video materials, after all, there are many channels for these materials, right?



But in order to live up to the old lady's intention, Lin Hao still put the

phone into his pocket silently: "Thank you, grandma."

"No, Xiao Hao, you should take a look at it before you say it." This time it

was Xu Fanghua's turn to freeze, she worked so hard to run out for so many days, just for
this thing, why feel the fruits of hard work was ignored feeling.

Lin Hao cheeky enough, also can not help the old face a red: "Now, now
look, how bad this ah, or I secretly appreciate?"

Xu Fanghua suddenly realized that the original is trying to secretly
appreciate ah, well it is not much.

On the contrary, Lin Yun saw Lin Hao blushing, suddenly reacted and

fiercely knocked Lin Hao's head: "Bastard, what strange things are you thinking! Hurry up
and show me! Not those strange videos you're thinking of!"

"No hitting Xiao Hao, Xiao Hao didn't make a mistake!" Seeing Lin Yun hit

Lin Hao, the old lady backhanded a chestnut to dump Lin Yun? The old lady's backhand
is a violent chestnut flung Lin Yun? The head on the door.

Lin Yun aggrieved to cry, family status-1.



Next to the same disease Lin Rui silently choose to watch.

Lin Hao but even more embarrassed, it turns out that he wanted to poor ah,
ha ha, Lin Hao hurriedly took his phone out, and then clicked on the video.

Once the video started, Lin Hao was confused.

In the video, only to see the immortal style of Chen Beixuan ragged clothes,
dirty, the most special is that his old face is actually nosebleed, Lin Hao are stunned,
almost even he could not recognize it, right!

But Chen Beixuan eyes raging, staring dead at the camera, gritting his teeth,
word by word indignantly said: "Lin Hao! I'm sorry! Old me was wrong!"

"Okay, it's fine if you know you're wrong, but it's hard to say whether my

grandson forgives you or not." Beyond the screen resounded Xu Fanghua's very unhappy

voice.
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Lin Hao are stunned, and then the back of cold sweat straight up, crap crap crap, not it,
grandmother and aunt really ran to help him out ah!



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting
into. The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of these. The
most important thing is that you have to be able to get out of the house, right?

The most let Lin Hao speechless is, this is to their own anger, or to their

own to attract enemies?

Originally, he was also upset that the other party did not discuss the

abolition of his Daoist heritage and cultivation, but really will be such a great power to

beat, then to people do not seek revenge on themselves?

Then came the second video, a white-capped snow-capped peaks above,
there is a small thatched hut, this look is the land of the plug, snowflakes have fallen,
beautiful, floating down charming.

In front of the thatched roof, a brawny man nearly two meters tall, wearing
a bearskin coat is also nose-to-nose look, shouldering a large knife, the knife is ancient
and fierce, the blade is engraved with a variety of ancient beasts, even across the screen,
you can feel the stern and fierce knife gas!

Needless to say, this person must be the northern wild sword Shen Yidao!

"Hurry up, what's so cool at your age, hurry up and apologize to my

grandson." Xu Fang Hua's voice sounded, obviously very dissatisfied with the other party

posing for half a day but did not speak.



At this moment, the tiger torso of the Northern Wild Blade shook, eyes
fierce light. With the rugged face of the Northern Wild Blade, really fierce and horrible!

"Lin Xuan Yuan! I'm really sorry for you! I should have just stabilized your

realm with the last slash, instead of beating you into a wreck with one slash! Remember,
I'll beat you once I see you, you wait!"

Sure enough, Seibei Mad Blade is Seibei Mad Blade, really wild enough to

apologize are so threatening mode apology.

Just as he finished, the screen shifted black, it seems that the phone was

still on the ground, followed by the miserable screams of the Seibei Mad Knife, as well as
the crackling sound of beating people up.

"Ouch ...... crap, don't hit the face, lighter, lighter ah ......"

Lin Hao finished watching the video, wiped a handful of cold sweat this

just then bright phone back to Xu Fang Hua, bitter smile: "Thank you grandmother and

aunt to grandson out of anger, grandson simply too happy."

Xu Fanghua smiled in satisfaction and gently patted Lin Hao's shoulder: "If
you are happy, Grandma is happy.

Lin Yun and Lin Rui hurriedly went to help the old lady go back to rest, not
giving Lin Hao a chance at all.



Lin Hao was helpless, the heavens, this is to his little life ah!

The two big brothers of the Xuan Division level have been offended,
although Chen Beixuan did not have the Seibei Mad Blade so directly threaten themselves,
but to the camera that look let Lin Hao know that the other party may not be impulsive to
directly kill the door, but if you walk outside the encounter, you probably can not stay a

whole body it.

So melancholy ah.

Sitting in the living room, Lin Hao, rubbing the painful temples, it is really
to die.

"Hey, hey, hey, congratulations to the nephew to get the old lady's favor,
ah, I can envy badly ah, this treatment, who can enjoy ah? Only nephew you are entitled

to enjoy ah." Lin Rui came back, saw Lin Hao's melancholy look, could not help but Yin

Yang sneer, see Lin Hao's melancholy look, he can not mention how happy, finished
himself could not help but laugh out loud.

"Sorry, I'm not laughing at you, really, I just remembered something

happy."

Lin Hao rolled his eyes: you are so happy that your wife gave birth to a

child?



"Lin Hao junior student, please give a testimonial, what is it like to offend

two Xuan Shi big brothers at the same time?" Even Lin Yun was very tasty and flirted with
Lin Hao.

"Shut up!" Lin Hao was furious: "If you guys keep flirting with me like that,
I'll go to grandma's and sue!"

Lin Rui and Lin Yun siblings two face instantly darkened: "Lin Hao, you are

also an adult, can not move like a little kid, go to the parents to sue?"
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Lin Hao grinned: "Nonsense, I'm still a baby."

Lin Rui and Lin Yun two black face, directly turn their heads and go: God
damn you are still a baby, seen shameless, never seen such shameless.

After they left, Lin Hao continued to go back to the courtyard to practice

the Seven Killing Divine Sword, have to hurry to improve the strength of ah, offended two
Xuan Shi, have to hurry to enhance the strength, increase the ability to save lives.

A courtyard at the foot of the capital.



Xu Linglong slowly close power, delicate pretty face, a faint pretty red,
success, finally succeeded in completing grandfather's instructions!

When we first met, Xu Linglong was only at the early stage of the Grand

Master, but at this moment the vast Dao power surging through her body proves that at

this moment, Xu Linglong's strength has reached a terrifying level!

"Not bad, it seems that after absorbing my Huashan Sect's Ancestral Divine
Residence Dao Yin, your strength has improved by leaps and bounds, plus your talent is
outstanding, very good." Chen Bei Xuan's hoarse voice rang out.

"Master ancestor, you're back." Xu Linglong was incomparably happy as he

turned his head at the sound, only to have Xu Linglong freeze: "Master ancestor, you,
what's wrong with you?"

Xu Linglong was stunned, what is this situation? Master how the nose and

face swollen like a pig's head, this is too ugly it!

Of course, Xu Linglong did not dare to say it directly, will be killed.

Hearing Xu Linglong's words, Chen Beixuan's cheeks twitched slightly, but
quickly covered it up and casually said, "No matter, walking accidentally, fell and
smashed his face."



Xu Linglong face a question mark, Xuan master strong man walking can

throw smashed face?

Or dog-eared mud posture?

But Xu Linglong did not dare to ask more.

Chen Beixuan looked serious, his tone began to cold: "Linglong, now I want

to arrange a task for you! A mission that must be completed even though it is very

dangerous!"

"Yes, Master, please command, Linglong will not hesitate to go through the

fire, and will definitely not disgrace the mission!" Xu Linglong's expression was serious,
and he stood straight.

After hearing the content of the mission that Chen Beixuan ordered, Xu
Linglong was stunned, how could this ...... be possible?

Xu Linglong's beautiful face was as red as a ripe apple, why would the

ancestor give her such a humiliating and hated task ah.

"What? You do not want to? I can arrange for someone else if you don't
want to!" Chen Bei Xuan's face turned cold.



"No, no, I am willing."

Scared Xu Linglong hastily shook his head and hurriedly agreed, just
thinking about the content of the task, he blushed and his heart skipped a beat, while
sighing: I hope the couple will not beat themselves to death when they know the

truth ......

......

Three days later, the Lin family held a clan banquet, all the clan elders and

some of the more important figures, will all be there!

Of course, the Lin family held a clan banquet, the Lei family and the Xu

family will also send representatives to congratulate, but also just going through the

motions, after all, every hidden family held a clan banquet, there are important things to

announce.

This banquet theme core, that is related to Lin Hao, this banquet is Xu
Fanghua after careful consideration, and Lin Yun and Lin Rui discussed the results.

This day the main family compound, extraordinarily lively, many

unfamiliar faces into the Lin family compound, Lin Hao is basically a person does not

know.



But the strength of these people really stunned Lin Hao, this Lin family,
there are so many peak Grand Master powerhouses, even many of the younger generation

of Grand Masters, both male and female.

Lin Rui was Xu Fanghua in handling things, Lin Yun identity? Covering the

service Westwood dye closed? And not suitable to take Lin Hao to identify people, this
task is given to Lin Rui.

Lin Rui took Lin Hao to all know these people once, Lin Hao curiously look

at them, greeting with them, many are cold response, but more is a cold grunt, not even
a bird Lin Hao.

Obviously this suddenly returned to the clan of the first line, so they are

very disdainful, especially those of the younger generation of the strong, see a strength
weaker than them, or suddenly returned to the first line, so they are very unhappy.
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This is obviously increased their competitiveness ah, to know the Lin family's cake and
power is only so big, one more competitor, they have less power and the power to share

the cake.

Lin Hao helplessly shook his head, this is really nothing to say, the big
family internal feud is the most intense ah.

"See that tall guy? That's Lin Yao Yan, reached the early stage of Grand

Master at the age of thirty, good talent, at the same time is the son of the Grand Elder of



the side line, Lin Feng, that shadowy old man in the distance see, that's Lin Feng, you
have to be careful of these two." Lin Rui told Lin Hao quietly after he took him to identify

the people.

At the same time Lin Rui also explained to Lin Hao, Lin Yao Yan is the one

who has a better chance of competing for the position of family head, although it is a side

line, but because? Shanzhao Aiyanzhao Shanzhao? The first line is equivalent to a broken

back, the side line began to be unsettled.

Lin Hao understood, no wonder when just greeted with the shadowy old

man, the other side grunted and ignored himself, as for his son Lin Yao Yan, more nostrils

to the sky, sneering at himself: waste.

"The family head has an order, the family banquet officially begins!" One of
the elders shouted, and everyone took their seats, yet there were people who were very

upset.

Lin Feng, the great elder of the side line, snorted coldly: "Lin Yu, please
speak clearly when you speak! Please add the word agent in front of the family head!
Since when is she Lin Yun the family head of our Lin family?"

"That's right, you're going to make such a low-level mistake as Lin Yuyu?"

"Lin Yuyu, did you do that on purpose? What exactly do you mean?"



"Elder Lin Yuyu, you're overstepping your authority a bit! This is
abandoning the rules established by our Lin family ancestors, is it?"

As soon as Lin Feng opened his mouth, those side elders who were close to

Lin Feng, or those from the younger generation, all opened their mouths to reprimand

and mock Lin Yuyu for the sickness of his words, while some others were upset that Lin

Yun, a woman, was acting as the family manager in charge of their family, and also

opened their mouths to reprimand.

LinYun face is quite ugly, do not know what to say, the face can not say

ugly, this is the family banquet, but also the old lady for the first grandson to build

momentum, before the start, these guys began to make trouble?

Lin Rui gritted his teeth, just want to stand out, Lin Yun is standing out

coldly to: "Acting head of the family is also the head of the family! What do you have to

say? I've always been the acting family head, since you guys are so upset, then you

should try harder to break through the Xuan Master and replace me!"

Lin Hao nodded approvingly, Lin Yun's words were plain but overbearing,
directly disliking those who had opened their mouths to be dumbfounded, coldly grunting
to stop.

Lin Yun's words are interpreted differently: even if I am the acting family

head, I am also in charge of your family head, you are not happy to give me to endure,
who let you are not breakthrough Xuan Shi waste!



The conflict between the side and the first line of this clan has been laid out
in the open, so it is clear how intense the internal conflict is.

Lin Hao's heart was also helpless.

Just at that moment, a rumor of a guest's arrival rang outside the door.

"Elder Lei Long of the Lei Family has arrived!"

"Acting Family Head Lin Yun, on behalf of the Lei Family, I am attending

the Lin Family banquet." Lei Long walked in with a dragon's stride.

Then came the representative of the Xu Family, Xu Sheng, the Grand Elder

of the Xu Family, arrived.

"I come on behalf of the Xu family, and to Lin Yun matriarch one person as

the acting patriarch of two families this move, incomparable admiration, as a woman, but
can command and lead two hidden families, is really powerful, women do not let the

woman, so I specially brought a couplet praise Lin Yun family matriarch!" Xu Sheng said

incomparably polite, and his face was full of smiles.

Lin Yun frowned, this Xu Sheng is the kind of person she knows best, the
other party is so kind? The Xu family is now looking forward to the weakening of the Lin

and Lei families!



Although the three families, there are links and involvement with each

other, but really involved in the family interests, there is no difference, the fight you or

fight you!

For example, Lin Yun, she married to the Lei family, and Xu Fanghua

married from the Xu family to the Lin family, the three families have a complicated

relationship.
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But the Lin family's side line and the first line are on the verge of drying up, let alone
across the family!

"Someone, present the couplet!" Xu Sheng didn't care if Lin Yun answered

or not, he took it upon himself to have someone bring up the couplet and unfold it! "

"The sky is not born Lin Yun Xu Fang Hua, Lin family Lei family ten

thousand years as long as the night!"

See this couplet, whether it is the Lin family or Lei family's representative
Lei Long, the face instantly gloomy down!



The biggest point of conflict and displeasure of the two families, is Lin Yun

a woman but acting patriarch, before the Lin family is even more because there is Xu

Fanghua management, but also a woman!

Within the first line, a man is not qualified to stand out, on who the heart is
not happy!

So the contradictions with the side line is close to the edge of the outbreak,
this guy so praise Lin Yun and Xu Fanghua, is not the equivalent of directly slapping these
people, saying they are waste?

This is simply a door-to-door provocation ah!

"I accept the gift of the Xu family, Xu Fanghua! Xu Sheng ah, go back and

tell that old thing of the Xu family that this gift is not bad." Xu Fang? Dyeing zero

intention to dye Wu zero love closed? Hua walked out and said coldly.

"Good day grandma." Many people of the Lin family, have given Xu Fang

Hua greeting salute, Xu Fang Hua when the family head is not a short time, the
accumulation of authority has been a long time, more control of the Lin family's lifeline,
these people have to be afraid of three points.

"Lin family grandma said so, our family head will certainly be very happy."
Xu Sheng replied with a leathery smile.



Xu Fanghua glanced at Lin Yun and went inside without saying anything
else, while Lin Yun waved his hand, and the family feast officially began!

The family banquet began, each have settled down, representatives of
other families can directly with the main family, that is, the first line to sit at a table,
while other side lines, no matter how high status elders, are not possible to sit at a table,
the more such families, such rules are more stringent.

"Little ...... Xuan Yuan ah, come, come sit by my side." Xu Fanghua called

Xiao Hao used to, almost called his original name, reacted to immediately change his

mouth, greeted Lin Hao to sit beside her.

Lin Hao nodded and walked over to sit next to Xu Fanghua, and next to him
was Lin Yun. He was sitting in the middle of the two people with the highest status in the

Lin family, so how did it feel to be sitting in the main seat?

Lei Long is not surprised by this, but the other Lin family members are

green in the face, the expression, as uncomfortable as eating a fly.

Xu Sheng, as if he did not understand what was going on, looked at Lin Hao
incomparably surprised and spoke directly: "What's wrong with this young man? You're
not confused, are you, Grandma Lin? How can this outsider sit at this table of the main

family? Yet even Elder Lin Feng is not qualified to sit here, he is just a small Tian Hai

Martial Dao Alliance's alliance leader, in the eyes of a family of our level, he is a joke!"

Lin Hao's brow wrinkled up, his face was hard to see, he could see that this
Xu Sheng was not here to eat, he was here to pick a fight.



The most important thing is that the other side provoked plus provoked
from the door, did not stop!

Lin Feng also spoke: "Lin Yun how do you do things? Grandma is old and

confused, are you also confused?"

Bang!

Lin Yun slammed the table, the whole room was quiet, Lin Yun coldly

snorted: Lin Hao is the first son of the young generation of my Lin family! He is the future
heir of the Lin family, what is wrong with him sitting here?

"But you Xu Sheng, an elder of your Xu family, what qualifications do you

have to question the affairs of my Lin family? And you, Lin Feng! As an elder of the Lin

family, please set your position clearly!" Xu Sheng nodded, "It's me who crossed the line."

Xu Sheng no longer spoke, what he should have done was done, the rest
was left to the Lin Family gang to play by themselves.

Sure enough, after hearing Lin Yun's words, Lin Feng, instead of being

scared, sneered and spoke, "The first son of the first line? Oh, also really funny, but also
the first son of the first line! Is there any proof to prove that he is the firstborn of the first

line?"



"Not a wild child outside? Besides, even if it is, it's still a waste, just a clan
master at the peak of the Innate Realm, what qualifications does he have to call himself

the future heir?"
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"And Lin Yun, don't forget that you're only the acting patriarch, not the real patriarch,
don't use that name to pressure me!"

As soon as Lin Feng opened his mouth, a whole bunch of Lin family's
powerful people started to help out, accusing Lin Yun, while doubting Lin Hao's identity.

Lin Hao frowned, seeing just how much pressure Lin Yun had been under

all these years, a woman was carrying two clans and a whole bunch of people who were

disgusted with her and opposed her.

"You guys are questioning my status?" Lin Yun eyebrows lifted, Dan Feng

eyes glared around a circle, the majesty of the superiors booming out, like the gods
themselves, with that charming look, and imperial and domineering!

Under Lin Yun's gaze, no one dared to look at it, they shut up and don't
look away from Lin Yun's gaze.

Yes, they forgot that Lin Yun is not only the acting head of the family, but
also a big brother in the middle stage of Xuan Shi!



But they are also incomparably surprised, if it were the usual, Lin Yun

would never be so strong ah, she is just a woman.

Only at this moment did they realize that this was a woman, but a woman

they could not afford to mess with!

Lin Rui stood up and took out the proof of Lin Hao's direct lineage, and the

bloodline box emitted a dazzling golden light, making many clansmen all shut their

mouths.

Xu Fang Hua even directly announced that the purpose of today's Lin
family banquet: first, to confirm the status of Lin Yun acting family head, second, the
establishment of Lin Hao as the young family head, once Lin Yun abdicated, Lin Hao

automatically become the Lin family head, and, Lin Hao now instantly, have all the
powers of the family head!

The simple understanding is that the management is still Lin Yun
management. But if Lin Hao wants to manage, he can manage the Lin family at any time

and become the official head of the Lin family!

When these words came out, not only the Lin family was shocked, Xu
Sheng and Lei Long were shocked.

No one expected that the Lin family banquet would be to announce this!
The old lady is too bold, right? Just now they watched Lin Rui take Lin Hao to identify

people, originally only Lin Hao to recognize the ancestors first, who knew that directly



skipped, the establishment of the young family head! And even give the full powers of the

family head!

Lei Long's face was weird as he glanced at Lin Yun and Lin Rui, and found

that they were very calm when they heard this news, so it was clear that they had

discussed it long ago.

Lin Hao wanted to open his mouth to refuse, saying that he does not have

the ability to manage the Lin family ah, but was held down by the old lady, did not open

to him at all? Zero Shan Shan Shan love Shan steak service? mouth and the opportunity

to refuse.

"Oh, old lady, not that I question your authority, I just want to ask you, you
are trying to discard all the rules of the ancestors? You are not qualified to do so even if

you are a grand grandmother!" Lin Feng stood up and said through clenched teeth, "I
oppose it!"

"I oppose it too!"

"I'm just as opposed!"

"I refuse to recognize Lin Xuanyuan as the young family head!"

......



There were a total of forty or so people from the Lin family who came to
the banquet, and close to thirty people stood up to oppose it, while ten or so others were

wavering.

"First! The identity of his Lin Xuan Yuan is still questionable, even if it is

true that the first bloodline, that only allows him to recognize his ancestors! But not
qualified to serve as the young family head! Because he is not the son of the family head,
but only belongs to the direct lineage!"

"Second! Lin Xuan Yuan is too weak, not talented, not qualified to become

the young family head, this is the rule set by the ancestors!"

Lin family rules, the direct line can become the head of the family, but if
the head of the family strength is not Xuan Master level, once the strong side of the family

reached the Xuan Master level will directly become the head of the family, to replace

him!

In addition, even if the establishment of the young family head rather than

the establishment of the family head, the strength must be the strength of the Grand

Master, and Lin Hao is not even the Grand Master!

Therefore Lin Feng can directly refute back, can be said to be justified!



Xu Fanghua's face was extremely ugly, she knew that this would definitely

be strongly opposed by the crowd, but no one expected that the opposition would be so

fierce!

Just when Xu Fanghua and Lin Yun wanted to force everyone down, Lin
Hao drained his cup of strong wine, then slowly stood up and looked at Lin Feng with a

smile, but did not name him: "Elders, elders of the Lin family, I know the rules of the Lin

family, the direct descendants, not the strongest Grand Master can not be established as

the young family head, although I am the peak of the innate realm, but not the Grand
Patriarch, is not in line with the rules!"
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